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Process for Creating and Deploying e-Learning from GLN 
 
At its simplest (assuming the e-learning content has been developed) getting e-learning set up in GLN has two very 
similar parts: 

1. Getting the e-learning content on a server and then setting up the e-learning course in GLN QA for testing 
 

2. Getting the e-learning content on a production server and then setting the e-learning course up again in GLN 
Production so your 3M learners can register for it and use it 

A few concepts and GLN policies that you first need to know. 
 
E-learning Is An 
Application: 

E-learning courses are “mini-applications” that must work with GLN correctly. This demands 
that e-learning always be first tested.   

E-learning authoring tools (e.g., Articulate, Lectora) are used to create the content. Such tools 
output to recognized e-learning standards (usually AICC or SCORM).  

The standards define how e-learning and a system like GLN work together. When courses are 
developed correctly to the standards, a learner can register for the e-learning and earn a 
completion (usually by passing a final test or viewing a certain amount of material). In the 
process, certain data gets recorded in GLN, like learner status, a bookmark of progress, a 
score, answers to quizzes, etc.  

GLN (or GLN Production): This is the version of GLN that your 3M learners use.  This is also called “GLN Production.” 

GLN QA: GLN QA is just a “test” version of GLN.  GLN QA has two main uses: 

1. For people to use when learning how to be a GLN administrator 
 

2. For required testing of e-learning courses 

Production Repository: This is a feature of both GLN QA and GLN Production where URLs to launch e-learning are 
entered and stored.  Production Repository entries are attached to Offerings. So when 
learners then register for an Offering and launch it, GLN knows what URL to use. 

GLN Does NOT Store  
E-learning Content: 

E-learning content is never stored on GLN or GLN QA servers; e-learning courses are only 
launched from each. The e-learning content itself is hosted on separate servers, like the 3M 
eLearn Servers that HR provides for use with GLN and GLN QA.  

In the case of the 3M eLearn Servers: 

• One server is used for testing of content (the 3M eLearn02 Test Server which stores 
e-learning content for use with GLN QA) 

• The 3M eLearn Production Servers are then used to store e-learning content for use 
with GLN Production 

  

http://share-hr.mmm.com/HRServices/learning/gln/Shared%20Documents/What%20Is%20AICC.pdf�
http://share-hr.mmm.com/HRServices/learning/gln/eDevelopers%20%20eLearn%20Server%20Requests/3M-elearn-servers.pdf�
http://share-hr.mmm.com/HRServices/learning/gln/eDevelopers%20%20eLearn%20Server%20Requests/3M-elearn-servers.pdf�
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E-learning Must Meet 
Standards: 

All e-learning content for use in GLN must meet the 3M e-learning standards.  (If using 
Articulate or Lectora, here's how to quickly meet those standards.) 

Testing Required: All e-learning for GLN Production MUST be first tested in GLN QA. Sign off that testing was 
properly done in GLN QA is required when e-learning gets set up in GLN Production. 

Content Issues:  Critical: If you do not properly test your e-learning in GLN QA and it then has issues in GLN 
Production, your content may be deactivated in GLN Production.  Content will then not be re-
activated until the issues are addressed. 

 
 
 
So at a high-level, here is a very simplified version what needs to happen for GLN once your course has been 
developed and is ready for testing.   
 
The two parts are essentially identical: Do things once on one set of servers for testing and then repeat on another for 
release to your learners. 
 

1. Set The Course Up and Test It In GLN QA  2.  Set  The Course Up in GLN Production For Use 
By Your Learners 

A. Create a Course in GLN QA  A. Create a Course in GLN Production 

B. Create a Offering in GLN QA of the course  B. Create a Offering in GLN Production of the course 

C. Get your e-learning hosted on a server for testing 
(like the 3M eLearn02 Test Server) 

 C. Get your e-learning hosted on a server for production 
(like the 3M eLearn Production Servers) 

D. Enter the URL to the e-learning by creating a new 
Production Repository entry in GLN QA and then 
linking that entry to the Offering. 

 D. Enter the URL to the e-learning by creating a  new 
Production Repository entry in GLN Production and then 
linking that entry to the Offering (note: in GLN 
Production, the GLN Team does this) 

E. Test the e-learning by registering for it and then 
launching and completing in GLN QA to be sure it 
works correctly. Then . . . 

• If the e-learning works correctly, proceed on to 
GLN Production. 
 

• If it does not, get the problem(s) fixed, get the e-
learning updated on the server, and re-test.  
Redo as needed until the course works right—
only then proceed on to GLN Production. 

 E. Test the e-learning one last time by registering for it and 
completing it in GLN Production to be sure it still works 
correctly. Then . . . 

• If all is well, then publicize the course to your 
learners 
 

• If not, fix the e-learning and test again in GLN QA 
with the e-learning on the test server.  When 
problems are addressed, then just get the new 
version of the course on the server in the same 
location with the same launch file. 

 
For more detail, the following “Swim Lane” map shows the entire process, including the developing the content and 
evaluating/maintaining it after. 
 

http://share-hr.mmm.com/HRServices/learning/gln/eDevelopers%20%20Standards%20and%20Policies/GLN%20eLearning%20Standards.pdf�
http://share-hr.mmm.com/HRServices/learning/gln/eDevelopers%20%20Standards%20and%20Policies/eLearnStdsArticulate-Lectora.pdf�
http://share-hr.mmm.com/HRServices/learning/gln/eDevelopers%20%20Deploying%20eLearning%20via%20GLN/Testing%20eLearning%20Content%20in%20GLN.pdf�
http://share-hr.mmm.com/HRServices/learning/gln/eDevelopers%20%20Deploying%20eLearning%20via%20GLN/Testing%20eLearning%20Content%20in%20GLN.pdf�


 

 
 

Develop and Deploy eLearning Content for GLN – High-Level Overview
 Building Training
 Step 4: Develop
 (est. 3-60 days)

 Getting Started
 Step 1: Define
  (est. 1-21 days)

 Maintain Training
 Step 6: Evaluate
  (est. 1-? days)

 Getting Training to Learners
 Step 5: Implement
 (est. 3-12 days)

 Building Training
 Step 3: Design
 (est. 1-10 days)

 Building Training
 Step 2: Analyze
 (est. 1-28 days)St
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